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Brainstorm your niche
Step 1:
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Specializing in just one, or even a few very specific areas, allows you to become 

known as the go-to expert in your field. People like to seek out those who are the 

best at what they do.

Do you get requests for a certain type of photography?  List out any requests you get pretty 

consistently to see if there's a pattern:

Do this exercise: write down both areas you are passionate about and your areas of expertise - 

where do they overlap?  How can you build your business around them?

1 2PASSION EXPERTISE

Start brainstorming here with the areas you are most passionate about doing.  List out those areas 

and then see if you have a specific expertise in a certain area.  List those out here:



Research your niche
Step 2:
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Once you have an idea of what your want to build your business niche around you 

need to make sure that it is a viable option, which is why you need to do your 

research.

Here are some steps to take when you are researching your potential niche.  Be sure to keep 

notes so you can refer back to your research. 

Google keywords for your niche 

Go to Google Adwords and see how popular the keywords are for your niche 

Check out who is already working in the niche if you know it already exists 

Ask past clients or friends/family for feedback on your niche idea

List out the keywords for your niche so you have them if you move forward:

Is there already someone working in the niche?  If yes, see what they are doing and how 

you can do something in the same niche but differently.  List out ideas here:



Make a Decision
Step 3:
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Now that your research is done you have to decide if you want to move forward and 

how.

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES FROM YOUR RESEARCH:

1

2

3

NO DEMAND

DEMAND AND LITTLE TO NO COMPETITION

DEMAND AND LOTS OF COMPETITION

If you end up at either 2 or 3 it's time to start moving forward.  If you realize there is not a demand 

for your niche, you may have niched a little too narrow.  Niching is great, but only if you have a 

market to back it up. 

Once you have a DEFINED NICHE, it's time to start working to set you 

and your work apart.  It's not enough to service a small area of the market 

if you don't do it in a way that is different from the current competition. 

 That's why defining your unique style with your photography is key to 

setting your business apart.
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